According to the CSO Insights 5th Annual Sales Enablement Study, businesses with a formalized sales content strategy
are able to categorize each web zone change to show you only relevant changes. With Kompyte, the web, search engines and social media are detecting an average of 1M a day every week. Kompyte detecting 1M web changes a day using artificial intelligence.

Delivering over 70K actionable, real-time intelligence alerts using artificial intelligence.

Kompyte gives users insight faster so they can make more data-driven, strategic decisions.

Are you ready to start your agile, innovative, data-driven, and truly competitive journey?

Start using Kompyte TODAY

Get data-driven insights for every stage of the marketing, sales, and product cycle. Empower your teams to compete intelligently in the market. Kompyte will enable you to:

**STOP WASTING BUDGET**

Detecting competitors involves hours of online research & months of sales & customer interviews. Kompyte detects 1M web changes a day using artificial intelligence.

**DELIGHT CUSTOMERS**

Manually pulling data and sifting through massive spreadsheets takes hours to find one single insight. Kompyte gives users insight faster so they can make more data-driven, strategic decisions.

**CLOSE MORE DEALS**

Manually reviewing competitor’s websites takes hours and is prone to error and omission. Kompyte detects 1M web changes a day using artificial intelligence.

Get data-driven insights for every stage of the marketing, sales, and product cycle. Empower your teams to compete intelligently in the market. Kompyte will enable you to:

Are you ready to start your agile, innovative, data-driven, and truly competitive journey?
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